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COMPREHENSIBLE 

GRAMMAR
AND OTHER OXYMORONS LANGUAGE TEACHERS 

CAN EMBRACE

As more and more world language teachers have embraced 
comprehension-based and acquisition-driven approaches, grammar 
instruction has become a bigger battleground. It's time to get past the 
discord and re-discover grammar. This session will explore why and 
how grammar belongs in your curriculum and ways of incorporating 
it that empower learners to communicate more effectively. 
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https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/presentations
Slides and resources from this 
and other recent presentations: 

https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/presentations


WHAT LANGUAGE DO 

YOU TEACH? WHERE?
https://PollEv.com/free_text_polls/AkviktXbUfoEyW4lgJdsf/respond
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WHAT CURRICULUM OR 

TEXTBOOKS DO YOU USE?

https://PollEv.com/free_text_polls/PTwx8WN3XBX77lswDhuZc/respond

https://pollev.com/free_text_polls/AkviktXbUfoEyW4lgJdsf/respond
https://pollev.com/free_text_polls/PTwx8WN3XBX77lswDhuZc/respond


WHERE WE ARE 

GOING

• Believing impossible things before dinner

• Comprehensible or not? 

• What grammar really means

• Not telling, but guiding discovery

• Actionable steps to develop strategic 

learners and language users
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LINGUISTICS FOR 

LANGUAGE TEACHERS

• What do language teachers really
need to know about linguistics? 

• How can I empower my teacher-
learners to investigate language? 

• What happens when there are 10 
different target languages in a class?
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LEADING A WORLD 

LANGUAGE PROGRAM

• What does it take to coordinate and 
collaborate instruction in a large 
language program? 

• What does running a language program 
look like when one teacher IS the whole 
program?
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DISCORD IN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

“Each teacher has their own style and their own way 

of doing things… It's one of the biggest challenges 

that we face as a large department. Because 

personalities vary incredibly within the teachers of 

the department. And it's hard to get people to even 

agree on what should be taught in particular levels.” 

(World language supervisor, Interview, 2022)



HAVE YOU HEARD THIS ADVICE?

Stop teaching grammar

Get rid of the textbook

Also get rid of desks, and even chairs

Target language (L2 or FL) only in the classroom, all the time

Learners should understand everything they hear in class

This is the research-based method (the only research-based method)

Comprehensible Grammar (Lanier, 2023) 9

Response link: https://PollEv.com/multiple_choice_polls/85oapPZ3ip1BYISrMjJT8/respond

Which of these have you tried?
Are these recommendations 

serving us well? 

https://pollev.com/multiple_choice_polls/85oapPZ3ip1BYISrMjJT8/respond
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PUTTING OUT THE OLIVE BRANCH

AMANDA:  So now with that teacher who insists on giving a lot of high-stakes 

grammar tests, what are you going to do so you don’t have to whisper? 

INDY:           I’m still the one who has to put out the olive branch. If I don’t want this 

big drop in enrollment when they get to his class. 

AMANDA:  You don’t think he’ll meet you halfway? 

INDY:           Probably not. So I’m giving my students some grammar practice to take 

home, teaching them some metalanguage. At least I’m priming them for 

what’s going to happen next year.

AMANDA:  But you’ve been teaching grammar all along. They know the patterns. 

INDY:           Yeah, they’ve heard all this language before. They can use it. Now it’s just 

organizing. Putting things in boxes. Knowing what to call it. 



TO TEACH OR NOT TO TEACH…

Don’t teach 
grammar.

Your students 
have to know 
the grammar, 
so you have to
teach it. 
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GRAMMAR IS LIKE YOUR NOSE

How much do you 
think about your nose?

When you can’t
breathe through it? 

In yoga class? 

If you have ever lost 
your sense of smell? 
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WHAT “DON’T TEACH 

GRAMMAR” MIGHT MEAN

• Don’t lecture about grammar. 

• Don’t hold students accountable for (much) 
grammar terminology (metalanguage) 

• Don’t make students master every aspect of a 
grammar point before you move on. 

• Don’t pretend that grammar is one monolithic 
thing, used the same everywhere, unchanging -
people use language very differently in writing 
and speaking, in different regions, and over time

Language without grammar 
is nonsense. 

Teaching grammar without 
connecting it to meaning 

is also nonsense. 

BUT…



DISCOVERING 

GRAMMAR

“Here is the rule. Now practice it. 

Then I’m going to test you on whether 

you can use it accurately.”

INDUCTIVE

DEDUCTIVE

“Hmm. Do you notice this pattern in this text? 

Why? What do you think is going on?”



WHAT GRAMMAR WHEN?

• Pop-up grammar

• Judicious feedback

• Terms that raise 
language awareness

This is your filter: 

Communicate Better

Better Learners

Willing to Keep Learning
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WHAT GRAMMAR WHEN?

Interpretive

• Aim to understand

• Mastering the form is 
not necessary

• Focus on forms that 

are unfamiliar or 

confusing

Interpersonal

• Aim to be understood

• Accuracy affects that –
so you adjust

• Focus on forms that 

are needed for the task

Presentational

• Aim to present a clear 

and effective product

• Mastery helps convey 

meaning and create 

the right impression

ACTFL Communicative Modes 
(refer to the Performance Descriptors or the Can-Do Statements)

https://www.actfl.org/resources/actfl-performance-descriptors-language-learners
https://www.actfl.org/resources/ncssfl-actfl-can-do-statements
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WHEN WE PLAN

• Difficulty is right? What grammar patterns are in the materials?

Choosing Materials

• Clear goals and objectives? What language is needed to convey meaning? 

Planning Tasks

• What do they really need to master in order to move on? Do I have to use a test?

Designing Assessments

• How can my feedback raise awareness and encourage further learning? 

Giving Feedback
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PUTTING OUT THE OLIVE BRANCH

AMANDA:  So now with that teacher who insists on giving a lot of high-stakes grammar tests, 

what are you going to do so you don’t have to whisper? 

INDY:           I’m still the one who has to put out the olive branch. If I don’t want this big drop in 

enrollment when they get to his class. 

AMANDA:  You don’t think he’ll meet you halfway? 

INDY:           Probably not. So I’m giving my students some grammar practice to take home, 

teaching them some metalanguage. At least I’m priming them for what’s going to 

happen next year.

AMANDA:  But you’ve been teaching grammar all along. They know the patterns. 

INDY:           Yeah, they’ve heard all this language before. They can use it. Now it’s just 

organizing. Putting things in boxes. Knowing what to call it. 

Now what? How can you put 
out the olive branch?



TO TEACH OR 

NOT TO TEACH 

GRAMMAR… 

IS THAT THE 

QUESTION? 

• https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/principles-practices/2019/to-teach-grammar-or-not-to-teach-grammar/

https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/principles-practices/2019/to-teach-grammar-or-not-to-teach-grammar/


WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF 

COMPREHENSIBLE INPUT?

https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/principles-practices/2021/the-opposite-of-comprehensible-input/

• INcomprehensible input? 

• Comprehensible OUTput?

• Teaching WITHOUT 

comprehensible input?

• Teaching grammar, 

vocabulary, and “thematic 

units” all the time?

https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/principles-practices/2021/the-opposite-of-comprehensible-input/


DISCOVERING 

GRAMMAR
Workshop on tools for 

teaching grammar 

inductively

https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/discoveringgrammar-calico19/home

https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/discoveringgrammar-calico19/home


WHERE WE HAVE 

GONE

• Believing impossible things before dinner

• Comprehensible or not? 

• What grammar really means

• Not teaching, but guiding discovery

• Actionable steps to develop strategic learners 

and language users



DEBATABLE…

Grammar is comprehensible

Thematic units can be relevant

Proficiency might not be your most 
important goal

Staying in the target language all the time 
can be a problem

More planning does not mean better lessons

Response link: https://PollEv.com/discourses/CNugfVUf1kJd9RqnF3MwK/respond

Your textbook is an asset

It's a good idea to talk about yourself 

(sometimes)

What teachers teach is not always what 

learners learn

You DO have time for reflection and 

even research

https://pollev.com/discourses/CNugfVUf1kJd9RqnF3MwK/respond


THANK YOU!

Dr. Amanda Lanier

linktr.ee/LanierLingvista

https://linktr.ee/LanierLingvista


#SpartanExperience @MSU_MAFLT

ONLINE GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN

FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

#SpartanExperience #ViVID_FLT #LinguisticDiversity

MASTER OF ARTS

Virtual learning 
environment

AND CERTIFICATE

Real world 
relevance

@MSU_MAFLT

https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/prospective-students


➢ MAFLT Events

Virtual learning environment. Real world relevance. 

➢ Careers in FLT

Request Info
Prospective Students

Subscribe
Program News List

https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/
https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/subscribe/
https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/contact/
https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/maflt-events/
https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/careers/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=MHEXIi9k2UGSEXQjetVoff2XA8N9e0xGo0TWBa_Sas5UQTJWR1BVQzhVWEQwNEJHMzNaUzJDU1E3UCQlQCN0PWcu
https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/contact/
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Tools for Analyzing Language
• Discovering Grammar Workshop site: 

https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/discoveringgrammar-calico19/
• Routledge Frequency Dictionaries (about 15 languages) at Routledge RFD.
• Voyant Tools for Text Analysis (free – web-based): voyant-tools.org.
• Corpus Analysis Software (free downloads): www.laurenceanthony.net.
• Large corpora from Mark Davies: www.english-corpora.org OR 

www.corpusdelespanol.org (formerly located at corpus.byu.edu).

My Website > lanier.commons.msu.edu > Topics and related websites

https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/discoveringgrammar-calico19/home
https://www.routledge.com/Routledge-Frequency-Dictionaries/book-series/RFD
https://voyant-tools.org/
http://www.laurenceanthony.net/
http://www.english-corpora.org/
http://www.corpusdelespanol.org/
http://corpus.byu.edu/
https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/
https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/
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POLLS

maflt.cal.msu.edu/interactions-alanier

lanier.commons.msu.edu/instructional-technology/virtual-interaction
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https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/interactions-alanier
https://lanier.commons.msu.edu/instructional-technology/virtual-interaction/


POLLS – ANYTIME RESPONSES
• Language you teach? https://PollEv.com/free_text_polls/AkviktXbUfoEyW4lgJdsf/respond

• What curriculum? https://PollEv.com/free_text_polls/PTwx8WN3XBX77lswDhuZc/respond

• Heard this advice? https://PollEv.com/multiple_choice_polls/85oapPZ3ip1BYISrMjJT8/respond

• Debatable… https://PollEv.com/discourses/CNugfVUf1kJd9RqnF3MwK/respond

• Grammar or not? Have you ever said… 
https://PollEv.com/multiple_choice_polls/TaloZDzxOlZxgnAawGOAI/respond

Presentation title 31

https://pollev.com/free_text_polls/AkviktXbUfoEyW4lgJdsf/respond
https://pollev.com/free_text_polls/PTwx8WN3XBX77lswDhuZc/respond
https://pollev.com/multiple_choice_polls/85oapPZ3ip1BYISrMjJT8/respond
https://pollev.com/discourses/CNugfVUf1kJd9RqnF3MwK/respond
https://pollev.com/multiple_choice_polls/TaloZDzxOlZxgnAawGOAI/respond


WHAT IS GRAMMAR?

Bonus Slides!

These slides are adapted from my course 
FLT 845 Language Concepts 
in the Foreign Language Teaching 
curriculum at MSU. 
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https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/courses/


Grammar

Form

Meaning

Use

Larsen-Freeman (2014)

WHAT IS GRAMMAR?

Prescriptive

Descriptive



FORM, MEANING, AND USE 

Forms that usually don’t translate directly or have different forms 
for different contexts:

It is… and There 

are…

Future “tense” –

form and 

meaning

Passive voice 

and reflexive 

verbs

Question forms 

– which one 

when?

Conditionals –

verbs in each 

clause



EXPRESSING THE 

FUTURE IN ENGLISH

Which one is the right form? 

• I will leave for the conference on Thursday. 

• I am going to leave for the conference on Thursday.

• I am leaving for the conference on Thursday. 

• I leave for the conference on Thursday. 

• I should leave for the conference on Thursday. 

• I have decided to leave for the conference on Thursday.

New plan

Plan

Strong plan

Plan with itinerary

Modal – obligation

Non-finite form



It is raining. 

French

Italian

Russian

Arabic

Japanese

www.reverso.net/translationresults

http://www.reverso.net/translationresults


Grammar

Form

Meaning

Use

WHAT IS GRAMMAR?

• Morphemes (inflection)
• Functions (tense, aspect)
• Phrases and phrase structure
• Sentence-level syntax (word 

order)
• Constructions like:

as __ as a __ ; je ne ___ pas



TEACHER KNOWLEDGE 

OF GRAMMAR

“what teachers lack is an understanding of how 
their own language works, let alone others, 
including interlanguages. Their metalinguistic 
awareness is limited to a set of labels plus an 
ordinary native speaker’s sensitivity to 
ungrammatical constructions, with a very limited 
capacity to explain why they are ungrammatical or 
what the logic behind grammaticality is” 
(Kumaravadivelu, 2003, p. 179)

Should not be 
true of you!



Grammar is a system of 

lexicogrammatical patterns 

that are used to make meaning 
in appropriate ways

“

(Larsen-Freeman, 2014, p. 258) ”
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